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We report the tunable near-infrared luminescence of Ni21 doped SrTiO3 (STO:Ni) thin film grown on
piezoelectric Pb(Mg1/3Nb2/3)0.7Ti0.3O3 (PMN-PT) substrate via strain engineering differing from
conventional chemical approach. Through controlling the thickness of STO:Ni film, the luminescent
properties of the films including emission wavelength and bandwidth, as well as lifetime can be effectively
tuned. The observed phenomena can be explained by the variation in the crystal field around Ni21 ions
caused by strain due to the lattice mismatch. Moreover, the modulation of strain can be controlled under an
external electric field via converse piezoelectric effect of PMN-PT used in this work. Consequently,
controllable emission of the STO:Ni thin film is demonstrated in a reversible and real-time way, arising from
the biaxial strain produced by piezoelectric PMN-PT. Physical mechanism behind the observation is
discussed. This work will open a door for not only investigating the luminescent properties of the phosphors
via piezoelectric platform, but also potentially developing novel planar light sources.

L
uminescent materials with tunable ability are highly desirable, since they have potential applications in
controlling and processing light for active components of light sources, optical waveguides, and biomedi-
cine1–3. In principle, optically active materials with tunable emission are usually achieved through chemical

approaches, namely changing doping ions4 or compositions of host materials5. However, the tuning of PL by
chemical way is essentially an ex-situ and irreversible process. Therefore, it is unlikely to know the kinetic process
how the luminescence changes with structural symmetry and crystal field through the conventional approach.
Moreover, it is almost impossible to isolate the pure crystal field effect from the other extrinsic effects present in
different samples, such as chemical inhomogeneities and defects. Therefore, it is interesting to investigate whether
the tuning of luminescence can be achieved by various external stimuli, such as magnetic-field6, electric-field7, and
strain8. Particularly, large misfit strain can exist in thin films when one material is deposited on another, resulting
from differences in crystal lattice parameters and thermal expansion coefficients between the grown film and
underlying substrate or arising from defects formed during film deposition9,10. Therefore, the available config-
urational space for luminescent thin films includes additional degree of freedom, i.e. strain which can be
considered to tune luminescence. In earlier reports, misfit strain induced tunable luminescence has been observed
in some material systems, such as semiconductor thin films grown on various substrates11,12. The strain has an
influence on the bound-exciton and band-edge related photoluminescence in these semiconductor thin films
such as ZnO film13. Note that a large group of commonly used luminescent material is so-called metal-ion doped
phosphor2. Differing from the semiconductors, optical and luminescent characteristics of metal-ion doped
phosphors are mainly dominated by the energy transitions of metal-ion dopants (lanthanide, transition metal,
etc.), and crystal field to some extent. Unfortunately, there is lack of research on the metal-ion doped thin film
structures with tunable luminescence under strain. Therefore, it is very interesting to investigate the strain effects
on the luminescent properties of the metal-ion doped thin films.

In this work, transition metal Ni21 ion has been chosen as dopant in the studied luminescent thin films since the
fluctuation of crystal-field strength may result in the modulation of the energy level between the 3T2 and 3A2 levels
of Ni21 ion14. Therefore, one expects that the luminescence of Ni21 ions can be tuned by fine-tuning the crystal
field strength under strain stimulus. Furthermore, in the view of applications, Ni21-doped phosphors are
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considered as one of promising candidates for tunable laser and
broadband near-infrared (NIR) optical amplifiers because of their
promising ultra-broadband NIR emission15. On the other hand, the
host of SrTiO3 (STO) here is known as an incipient ferroelectric and
foundational material of oxide-based heterostructures16. STO thin
films with tunable dielectric properties associated with structural
phase transition under strain have been systematically studied17,18.
Our recent work indicates that STO is also a suitable NIR phosphor
matrix for Ni21 ions19. To prove the concept of tunable luminescence
in STO:Ni under strain, we have proposed a strategy for tuning NIR
luminescence of STO:Ni thin films as shown in Figure 1. Here single-
crystal piezoelectric Pb(Mg1/3Nb2/3)0.7Ti0.3O3 (PMN-PT) is used as a
substrate due to its large piezoelectric coefficients (d33 . 2000 pC/N)
and high electromechanical coupling factors (k33 . 0.9), enabling
one to apply large strains to the grown STO:Ni films. Therefore, two
methods can be performed to investigate the strain effects on the
luminescence of STO:Ni films. First, misfit strain can be controlled
by depositing STO:Ni films with different thickness on PMN-PT
substrate as shown in Figure 1a. Secondly, strain modulation can
be carried out by external electric field via converse piezoelectric
effect of PMN-PT as shown in Figure 1b. In contrast to conventional
approach of applying strain, the latter one can offer an effective and
precise way to control over a range of strain state of the thin films in
real-time and in situ manner. Owing to the unique strain engineering
of coupling between piezoelectric and luminescence, we have
observed the controllable and reversible tuning of luminescence
under strain in this report. Physical mechanism behind the novel
observation is discussed. These results will aid further investigations
of luminescence of metal-doped phosphors and optoelectronic
applications because the strain engineering provides an additional
degree of freedom in the design of NIR luminescent materials.

Results and Discussion
Misfit strain induced tunable NIR luminescence. Figure 2a shows
NIR photoluminescence (PL) spectra of STO:Ni thin films and
ceramic bulk target under 325 nm excitation. Compared with
traditional Er-doped perovskite oxide film20, all the STO:Ni film
samples exhibit ultra-broadband NIR emission, covering the
optical communication window between 1260 nm and 1600 nm,
implying that STO:Ni film is promising for NIR integrated optics.
The observed NIR PL can be assigned to spin-allowed Ni21: 3T2( 3P)
R 3A2( 3F). Notably, the luminescent full width at half maximum
(FWHM) of STO:Ni thin films under 325 nm excitation increases
when decreasing film thickness. In addition, with the thickness of
STO:Ni thin films increasing from 90 nm to 600 nm, the NIR
emission bands from STO:Ni thin films show an obvious blue
shift, the luminescent peak shifts from 1372 nm to 1325 nm.
Compared with the emission band from the ceramic bulk, the
tunable range of luminescent peak can reach up to 77 nm, namely
from 1372 nm to 1295 nm. The PL excitation (PLE) spectra of the
STO:Ni samples measured by monitoring PL at emission 1350 nm
are presented in Figure 2b. All the excitation bands are located at
around 325 nm, which is consistent with the pumping wavelength of

Figure 1 | (a) Schematic of strained thin film of STO:Ni grown on PMN-PT. (b) The setup used for measuring the NIR emission of STO:Ni/PMN-PT

under an external electric field.

Figure 2 | (a) NIR PL spectra of STO:Ni thin films with different

thickness (t) and ceramic bulk under 325 nm excitation. (b) The PLE

spectra of the STO:Ni samples. (c) The normalized NIR PL decay curves of

the STO:Ni samples.
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He-Cd laser used in our PL measurement. Compared with the bulk,
PLE bands of the STO:Ni thin films on PMN-PT are blue-shifted and
narrow. With an increase in the film thickness, the excitation band of
the films shifts towards that of the bulk. The normalized NIR PL
decay curves of the STO:Ni samples are presented in Figure 2c, where
PL intensity at the emission of 1350 nm was recorded under the
excitation at 325 nm. Compared to the bulk, the films show
the fast decay of PL intensity. With decreasing the film thickness,
the PL decay gradually becomes rapid. The effective lifetime t can be
derived from Figure 2c when the emission intensity decreases to 1/e
of its initial value. Luminescent characteristics of the STO:Ni samples
under 325 nm excitation, including t, emission peak lem, and
FWHM are summarized in Table 1. As film thickness increasing
from 90 to 600 nm, the lem position shows a blue shift from
1372 nm to 1327 nm, while the lem of the bulk is located at
1295 nm. The t decreases from 381 ms to 4.5 ms, corresponding to
the samples from the ceramic bulk to the 90 nm thick film.
Meanwhile, the value of FWHM increases from 220 nm to 315 nm
accordingly.

To explain the observed PL results of STO:Ni film with different
thickness and the corresponding bulk, some factors, such as sub-
strate-induced strain, crystal field, and electron-phonon interaction
of the prepared samples should be considered. As we know, bulk STO
has a cubic structure with a lattice constant of a 5 3.905 Å at 300 K,
which is nearly 3.1% smaller than that of PMN-PT. Therefore, the in-
plane lattice constants in STO:Ni films are subject to lateral restraint
from the PMN-PT substrate and hence do not have the freedom to
change as bulk. As shown in Figure 1a, due to the mismatch lattice
constant, one expects that the misfit strain in STO:Ni thin films to be
tensile on PMN-PT. The lattice constant of STO:Ni thin film grown
on PMN-PT is larger than the target. With increasing the thickness of
STO:Ni thin film, the in-plane tensile strain decreases, the lattice
constant of STO:Ni decreases as well. According to the ligand field

theory15,21, the splitting energies (D) of 3d orbitals of Ni21 in octa-
hedral (o) coordination can be derived from the following equation:

Do~10Dq~Q r4
� �

=R5 ð1Þ

where Q is a constant, r represents the radius of the 3d orbital, and R
is the distance between transition metal ions and ligands. Therefore,
with the increase in film thickness, the lattice constant of STO:Ni
gradually decreases, leading the shorten of Ni21-O22 bond distance
R. The enhanced crystal field leads to the increase in splitting energy
and therefore causes a blue shift of the corresponding luminescence.
In addition, by considering the electron-phonon interaction, the
coordinate configurational model in harmonic approximation can

Table 1 | PL comparison of STO:Ni on PMN-PT and the ceramic
bulk

Samples Emission peak lem (nm) t (ms) FWHM (nm)

Ceramic bulk 1295 381 220
600 nm film 1327 194 228
180 nm film 1350 6 277
90 nm film 1372 4.5 315

Figure 3 | Configurational coordinate diagrams for STO:Ni samples. The

lowest electronic states 3A2g are shown; Horizontal lines represent

vibrational energy levels. The upward and downward arrows indicate

absorption and emission transitions, respectively. R is the distance between

Ni21 ions and ligands. Edis represents the difference between the excited

state vibrational level reached in the absorption transition and the

minimum level of the same state.

Figure 4 | The PL results of STO:Ni (600 nm)/PMN-PT under 325 nm
excitation, when DC bias voltage is applied from 0 to 500 V. (a) The PL

spectra of STO:Ni (600 nm)/PMN-PT. (b) The summarized PL results of

STO:Ni (600 nm)/PMN-PT. (c) The NIR PL decay curves of STO:Ni

(600 nm)/PMN-PT.
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be used22. As shown in Figure 3, with increasing film thickness, the
decrease of lattice parameter and distortion may lead to the reduction
of Edis and electron-phonon coupling14. If the electron-phonon inter-
action is weak, the reduced non-radiative transitions will result in the
long emission lifetime as well as the narrow FWHM. Consequently,
with the increase in film thickness, the luminescent performance of
STO:Ni thin film approaches to that of the bulk. Additionally, the t
value of 600 nm film and bulk is much larger than that of 180 nm
and 90 nm films. The thickness effect in the thin films is silimilar to
the STO thin films reported by other group23.

Piezoelectric-induced tunable NIR luminescence. Apart from the
above misfit strain due to lattice mismatch between STO:Ni film and
PMN-PT substrate, PMN-PT is capable of providing strain arising
from converse piezoelectric effect. The recently developed method of
electric-field controlled strain has previously been applied to
modulate transport, magnetic, and optical behaviors of various
material systems24–27. Here, such a strategy can provide us a unique
opportunity to in situ modulate the NIR PL of STO:Ni thin film in a
real-time and reversible way. As discussed above, with the increase of
thickness, the thickness dependent misfit strain in STO:Ni thin film
gradually gets relaxed. The sample of STO:Ni (600 nm)/PMN-PT
was employed in this experiment, due to the smallest misfit strain
existed in the thick STO:Ni film as a phosphor layer. The setup used
for detecting the NIR emission of STO:Ni (600 nm)/PMN-PT under
control of an external electric field is presented in Figure 1b. Light
excitation and emission as well as applied electric field are denoted.

As shown in Figure 4a, when increasing DC bias voltage from 0 V
to 500 V, the emission peak position shows a blue shift from
1326 nm to 1313 nm, meanwhile the value of PL intensity gradually
increases from 8.3 to 9.13. Interestingly, as summarized in Figure 4b,
with an increase in the applied voltage, both emission peak position
and PL intensity change steadily. In addition, the NIR PL decay
curves of STO:Ni (600 nm)/PMN-PT under 325 nm excitation are
recorded, when DC bias voltage is applied. According to Figure 4c,
the PL decay slightly becomes slow as the voltage is increased from
zero-bias state to 500 V.

To explain the mechanism of the observed controllable lumin-
escence, the lattice deformation of STO:Ni (600 nm)/PMN-PT
under dc bias voltage should be considered. Figure 5a presents the
XRD patterns of STO:Ni (600 nm)/PMN-PT under dc bias voltage
ranging from 0 to 500 V. Obviously, the (002) diffraction peak of
PMN-PT shows a shift to lower angles when increasing the applied
voltage. According to the Bragg’s law and Poisson ratio of PMN-PT,
the out-of-plane and in-plane strains can be calculated. It is evident
that the PMN-PT substrate produces out-of-plane tensile strain,

resulting in in-plane compressive strain. Compared with the zero-
biased condition, the application of 500 V along the [001] direction
induces an out-of-plane tensile strain about 0.106%, while the in-
plane compressive strain is about 0.07%. Meanwhile, with increasing
the voltage, the (002) diffraction peak of STO also shows a slight shift
to lower angles. It implies that the c lattice constant of STO:Ni
(600 nm) film under 500 V is increased up to about 0.016%, while
the in-plane lattice constants decrease about 0.012% when the
applied voltage is increased from 0 V to 500 V. Obviously, the
changes in STO:Ni film lattice are smaller than those of PMN-PT.
Such difference originates from the different elastic responses and
interface PMN-PT and STO. Hence, as shown in Figure 5b, it is
confirmed that the in-plane compressive strain produced by the
PMN-PT substrate has been transferred to the STO:Ni (600 nm)
thin film. The strain makes the [NiO]6 octahedron to become com-
pressive. The change in crystal field around Ni21 ion leads to the
observed modulation of NIR emission as shown in Figure 4. The
results are agreed with our earlier study on the chemical substi-
tution-induced tuning of luminescence, in which enhanced crystal
filed around Ni21 ion can induce intense PL intensity, blued-shift in
emission peak, and long effective lifetime19. Since the Ni21-O22 bond
distance decreases as the applied bias voltage increasing, the crystal
filed around Ni21 ion will get enhanced and lattice relaxation will
become weaker. Then larger splitting energy benefits to an increase
in the transition energy from the excited state levels to the ground
state level, resulting in the luminescent peak blue-shifted. On the
other hand, the reduced non-radiative transition enhances the emis-
sion intensity and modifying the effective lifetime.

In our experiment, the NIR PL peak of STO:Ni (600 nm) thin film
shows blue-shifted characteristics under positive DC bias voltages.
As shown in Figure 6a, the NIR PL peak of STO:Ni (600 nm) thin
film also presents blue-shifted characteristics under negative DC bias
voltages, indicating a similar strain is produced by the PMN-PT
substrate. Notably, the PL emission peak position of STO:Ni
(600 nm)/PMN-PT shows a fine V-shaped curve as a function of
the applied bias voltage as shown in Figure 6b, which is similar to the
our recent report26. The PL results of STO:Ni (600 nm)/PMN-PT
demonstrate that controllable NIR emission can be tuned in in situ
and real-time way by applying external electric field controlled strain.

In summary, we have firstly demonstrated strain induced tunable
NIR luminescence of STO:Ni thin film grown on piezoelectric PMN-
PT substrate using two approaches of strain engineering. Film thick-
ness dependent misfit strain can greatly affect the luminescent
properties, including emission peak position, FWHM, and effective
lifetime, due to the variation in crystal field and lattice relaxation
around Ni21 ion. Moreover, the emission characteristics of STO:Ni

Figure 5 | (a) XRD patterns of STO:Ni (600 nm)/PMN-PT under DC bias voltage ranging from 0 to 500 V. (b) Schematic of the compressive STO:Ni

thin film biaxially strained to match the substrate PMN-PT.
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thin film grown on PMN-PT can be tuned under the control of an
external electric field in reversible and real-time manner. The
reported tuning of NIR luminescence by coupling of photonic and
piezoelectric characteristics in the work is contrast to conventional
chemical ways, i.e. changes in formula and/or synthesis condition of
phosphors. Our results may provide a promise to develop novel
planar NIR light sources based on strain-controllable luminescent
STO:Ni thin films.

Methods
Samples. The STO:Ni ceramic target was prepared by solid state chemical reaction
method using analytical grade SrCO3, TiO2 and NiO powders as starting
materials. The ceramic bulk was prepared according to the molecular formula
SrTi0.995Ni0.005O3. Here the Ni21 ions were substituted at the Ti41 sites, and the
charge neutrality could be maintained by the formation of oxygen vacancies. The
prepared process of the target can be found in our previous work19. The prepared
target showed a prominent SrTiO3 crystalline phase in the XRD pattern. The
STO:Ni films were grown on single crystalline 5 mm 3 3 mm 3 0.5 mm wafers
of PMN-PT (001) by pulsed laser deposition. The film thickness is determined
from cross-section of the specimen using scanning electron microscope. The
target was ablated by a KrF excimer laser (wavelength 248 nm) with a frequency
of 5 Hz and a laser pulse energy density of 5 J?cm22. The growth temperature and
oxygen pressure were fixed at 700uC and 20 Pa. After the deposition, the STO:Ni
films were in situ post-annealed at the growth temperature in 0.5 atm oxygen
pressure for 10 min before they were cooled to room temperature. Conductive
electrode of ITO transparent layer with 300 nm thickness was grown on the
STO:Ni film at 300uC under 2.5 Pa oxygen pressure. Electrode of Au film was
coated on the back of PMN–PT substrate.

Measurements. The polarization of the PMN-PT substrate was performed using a
Keithley 2410 Source Meter. The DC bias voltage applied on the samples was
produced by the source meter. A Bruker D8 Discover X-ray diffractometer was used
to record the crystal structures of the obtained films. The PL emission and PLE spectra
were recorded using an Edinburgh FLSP920 spectrophotometer equipped with a He-
Cd laser. The decay curves were recorded with a pulsed 60 W Xe flashlamp. All the
measurements were carried out at room temperature.
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